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Law [SM06a, San02b, San02c, SDK14, Sch88c, Sch74, Sch75c, Sch75b, Sch75a, Sch10, Sch08, Sch15, SF01, Sea02b, Sen73, SW10, Shi09, SF11, SM11, SB15, SID15, SID15, Sm97, Soo05, Sor12, SPGM12, Sta10, SH05, SB93, SC03,
TRB⁺12, Töd09, Tor06, cTuHwH17, TST97, Van15a, Van15b, Var72, Vla72, Vla76, Vla79, Vog00, Vuk08, WDB95, Wag10, WHN13, WCCK09, Wan11b, Was81, WSU08, Wei11, WCP⁺07, WSB15, WSB16, Wil72, Wój13a, Wło71, Wój13b, Wój14, Wor75, YLN14, ŽD11, ZHS09, dVM13, eSHK05, GD11, Sch98, Sud10, Bal66]. **Law-Based** [AA10]. **Law-Like** [iCE10]. **Law-Test** [SM11]. **Laws** [AR09, KP05, Rob11, AR10, AR11, BS00, Che89, ER02, Egg05a, Eli11, FDA⁺04, Hür06b, Hür09, LB06a, MM15, Mei09, New05, Per82, Per05, PTTV01, Ree01, RH02, Rou76b, Rou05, SM08, GS01, LZZ13]. **LC50** [dVM13]. **lead** [ZIWU14]. **Leading** [Kos06, MM15, MZ98b, Dia73, Dia77, Has03, Hum18, Hün07, IRU83, Jec92, Mir11, Mir12a, Mir12b, Mir16, Pha13, Sti45, Tur82, Var99, War03a, XWLD11]. **leads** [FWW85, KR01, Liu08, Mas05a]. **Learning** [CS11, Kle17, LB05, MYP14, RBXM15, VK90, GSB⁺05, Jas10, LB06b, Ron10]. **Least** [FS03, Ano50, SM06b, Yua84, Zip49]. **least-recently-used** [SM06b]. **Leaving** [SPGC10]. **Lecons** [Poi12]. **Legal** [Sch75b]. **Legends** [DJ10b]. **Legge** [Bra76, CEZ17]. **Lehmann** [Har09]. **lehrt** [Hün07]. **Leimkuhler** [Egg90b]. **leistet** [Moc02]. **L'Emploi** [Lef82]. **length** [RDFM10, SEOV04]. **Lerch** [KPH10]. **less** [HKL⁺06]. **Letter** [Bar11, Goo65, Hay08a, Hil11, Var72]. **Letters** [Bas94, Bro79, Bur04, Che95, Hub77, Kri77, Lon92, OV93, OV95]. **levels** [BP84]. **Levy** [Man60, HSO1, LC15, MBS99, Sch15]. **Lévy-stable** [MBS99]. **Lexical** [EC11]. **Ley** [PT04]. **L'histoire** [Pet73]. **Libor** [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11]. **Librarianship** [Sch75a, Sch75c]. **Library** [Sch74]. **lie** [Vog00, MM15]. **lies** [Hen11]. **Life** [Ami07, SG00, Wan11b, AS15, Aro14, FG10, Tij04, Tij12]. **Lifetime** [NKLO4, Sol00, NKLO3]. **Light** [LK12, MNW⁺05]. **Lightning** [MRR⁺10]. **Like** [BMLRV10, iCE10, Ber03, Ber05b, DS01, GS07, GTC⁺07, HSO1, Li92, RV98, SS09, Too92]. **Likelihood** [dCS15, GS07, Izs06]. **likely** [Bur10b, Ora17, Sto16]. **Limerick** [ACM00]. **Limit** [Eli11, MN06a, Per96, TbG98, MPH10, MN08a, Sze10]. **limitation** [Cha11]. **Limited** [LZZ13, Liu15]. **Limitierungsverfahren** [Zel58, ZB70]. **Limiting** [CM11, Zel58, ZB70]. **Limits** [Dia73, You13]. **line** [RDFM10]. **linéaires** [DJ10a, DJ13]. **Linear** [BE14a, BE14b, RM11, Ber15a, BE16, MM15, NS87, SN91, DJ10a, DJ13]. **lines** [RV09]. **Linguistic** [KN91, MBG⁺94, Vos96, DM92, KN90, SF08]. **Linguistics** [KK95, MBG⁺95, MM06, Mon01, Tag70]. **Linux** [MSSvK08]. **Lisp** [CG77]. **List** [CG77, Ped94]. **list-update** [Ped94]. **Listed** [Vuk08, Sav06]. **Lists** [WAT15]. **Literatur** [SHC⁺12]. **Literature** [RK79, DG78, MG07b, Pop75, SCH⁺12]. **Litigation** [Nig96a]. **Lives** [NWR09, ZM08, BMP93, NR08]. **lobster** [GHP09]. **local** [Dur06, Rou15]. **locality** [BMMS, VM04]. **Location** [HM65, RBXM15, Shi89]. **Location-Based** [RBXM15]. **Log** [LS11, Bra76, Bro84, PGLL10, Per10, SPGC10, Too92]. **Log-Law** [LS11].
log-like [Too92]. log-normal [Bra76, Per10]. log-polar [PGLL10].

Logarithm [NKL04, NKL03, Sch88a, Sch91, TW71]. logarithmes [Fra17].

Logarithmic [BB85, Jon02, Jec92, LB06a, MA18, NKS90, Sch81, Sch86].
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matrices [GN07]. Matrix [Pet66].

[AP99, LOR06]. **Primes** [Whi72, LL08]. **primitivité** [DJ10a, DJ13].

**primitivity** [DJ10a, DJ13]. **Princeton** [Ale05]. **Principle**

[Kaf09a, Kaf09b, Nov10, RME98, Ano50, HPV+09, Zip32, Zip49, San87a, San87b, San88, San92]. **Principles** [PS09, SAG+00]. **Printer**

[JHTS10, FNP+15]. **prior** [Hil70]. **private** [YD15]. **Proactively** [Lan03].

**Probabilistic** [FM95, MZLH15a, MZLH15b, BFS03, GJ10, Loy73].

**Probabilités** [Poi12, Jan12]. **Probabilities** [LB09, NKL04, Poi12, NKL03]. **Probability** [Po10, Dur05, Fel57, Fel66, Fel68, GSR12, Gor12b, Gou77, Hor90b, Wea63, WLG96, BKS05, Dia74, Fe66, GLSW96, Hai96, Jan12, SM06a, Sze90, Tij04, Tij07, Tij12, Wea82]. **Probable** [Ben43]. **Probably** [Bur10b, LX05]. **Problem**

[Dun69, KBRV04, Lag85, LW92, Lin08, Boy94, BE69, CGP15, FL84, FL94, FL96, KNRS88, KM05, Lag03, Lag10, Mac22, MK05, Rai76, Sim07, Sin03]. **probleme** [FL84, FL94, FL96]. **Problems**

[Go12b, JS09, RGL14, Str12, JS06]. **procaryotic** [RV98]. **Procedure**

[BW98, Pao85]. **Procedures** [NM97, DN00, SH10]. **proceedings**

[AW89, NKZ12, ACM00, PS09, Rat03, GCB+05]. **process**

[Egg05d, Ris08, Yeh90]. **Processes**

[Bal66, KK95, Tor06, Ber15b, CGJ10, FM89, Kim12, KPH10, LSS00, MZ99, MN14, Nic89, Nic88, NT89, PT11, Sch08, Sch15, Zel58, ZB70]. **Processing**

[LP15, WAT15, NH10, Nig09]. **Product** [Dur06]. **production**

[BH74, Egg05]. **Productivity** [Coi77, Lot26, Egg09, Row05]. **Products**

[MN06a, GTM12, HSM11, MN08a]. **professé** [Par97]. **professées** [Poi12]. **Profession** [Sta12, KMN09]. **Profiles** [EC11]. **program**

[BM84]. **Programming** [Ben84, Gut16, Che91, NG03]. **programs** [Els78]. **Progress**

[Fai69, Fai05, MPM02]. **progressive** [AS15, WC03]. **progressively**

[RAV10, TH13]. **proliferation** [Dur06]. **prone** [SCE03]. **proof**

[Egg10b, Egg10c, Pet81b, Sim07, Spe09]. **propagation** [CL04a]. **proper**

[TRB+12]. **Properties** [JTH12, AAMAE03, Ber11, KZ15, RRZ09, Rou76a, Sta05, Str10, TN87, Yeh02]. **Property**

[KC86, Kun87, Ana03, BMM11b, Rou92, Lim06]. **proportional** [HS08]. **Proportionally** [HG14]. **Proportions** [Fle81, FL03, MPPH06]. **propos**

[Bel88, Fra17]. **Propriétés** [Rou76a]. **protein** [LX05, RV98]. **Proteins**

[MdSSZ09]. **provence** [PS09]. **Prüfung** [BBJ11]. **Prüfungspraxis**

[Mii03]. **Psychiatric** [PMDM+99]. **Psycho** [Mel06, Zip35, Zip65]. **Psychological**

[DK09, Kry09, DDS98, LV94, LG10, eSHK05]. **public** [YD15]. **publication**

[Egg94]. **Publications** [Jit90b]. **Published** [Ioa05]. **publishing** [KH95]. **Puerto** [PT11]. **Pulsars** [SM10a]. **Punchworks** [CNS15]. **Pure** [LS11]. **puzzle** [Sch06, ZIUW14]. **Python** [Gut16].

**Qualität** [Die02]. **Qualitative** [PL86]. **Qualitätstest** [GT12]. **Quality**

[DCH+17, GGP09, Moh79, Möl09, Van15a, Van15b, ANFF16, Die02, DdA+09, GT12, Hol14, Sto16, Wal02]. **Quantifying**

R [Hor09b]. R. [Kui69]. radiation [CSC14]. radiology [CSC14]. Raising [GD10]. Random [BGTM+11, iCE10, Hií88, JD11, JD12, Li92, LB07, MS12, MWE95, Sol00, AS68, Bac98, BH74, BA99, CGJ10, Dia73, EL03, FS02, Fle66, GSR12, Gui11, HS05, Hol69, Hür15c, Kem75, KR13, Lip09, MN14, Per96, Rou76a, Sch73, Sch81, Sta05, Sze10, UP85, Val12, Wój13a, Wój13b, WC03, Yeh90, Bal66]. Randomized [Die12]. randomly [Zör15]. Randomness [Nil10, Zen11, McA03]. ranges [Est16]. Rank [BGVV99, iCE10, KUY05, BG78, Hat69, Hií74, MM06]. rank-frequency [Hií74]. rank-size [Hat69]. Ranked [CT07, ADAI13]. Ranking [Bro84, GLSW96, Jin09b]. Rankings [Jin09a]. rapidly [FMS10]. rare [Ber15b]. Rate [GM08, AMVBJ11, Hil88, JD11, JD12, Li92, LB07, MS12, MWE95, Sol00, AS68, Bac98, BH74, BA99, CGJ10, Dia73, EL03, FS02, Fle66, GSR12, Gui11, HS05, Hol69, Hür15c, Kem75, KR13, Lip09, MN14, Per96, Rou76a, Sch73, Sch81, Sta05, Sze10, UP85, Val12, Wój13a, Wój13b, WC03, Yeh90, Bal66]. readline [RZS+15]. Re-applicability [YLX14]. reactions [LZN11]. Reading [SF08, Yu127]. Real [iCE10, Kem75, Nil10]. really [GTC+07]. reason [DMZ05]. recall [PT04, Tay05]. received [NH07]. recently [SM06b].

Rechnungslegungsdaten [QW03]. Rechnungswesen [Moc02]. reciprocal [FGPM16]. Recognizing [MPM02]. Recommender [RZS+15].


red [RR03]. red-flag [RR03]. redactions [Roe66]. reduced [Sch83b, Sch84]. Reduction [Nig96a]. Reference [Van02, AVVO89, FRB05, VM04]. References [Sud10]. Referendum [PT04, Her10, Tay05]. Refinement [Mas05b, Mas06a, Mas06c]. Refining [Mas05c]. Regarding [Lon92]. regimes [HS01]. region [LZL+12]. regions [ter13, MAC14b]. Regression [BG09, BG10, BG11a, BV96, Fed84]. regressions [Pen10]. Regular [AG05, GGA03, Pet66]. Regularities [ACC16, Bunt10a, Bur09, Kry09, Pait13, DM92]. Regularity [GD11, HS05, GD09a]. Reihen [GTM12]. reinforcement [Jas10, LB06b].

Related [Vla79, UP85, Yeh02]. Relation [For10, Hay09, Egg09, Egg13, dLKS04a, dLKS04b, dLKS06, Mas06b].

relational [WR03]. Relations [DJ10a, DJ13, Egg05b, Wol05, Jol09, LWFW14, RV09]. relationship
[CL86a, CL86b, Che12a, Egg94, Hub78, Irm97, LAL15, TN87]. **Relative**
[CL86a, CL86b, Che12a, Egg94, Hub78, Irm97, LAL15, TN87]. **Relativistic**
[ZF15]. **Release**
[dMH06, CGPT15]. **Relevance**
[Kry09, NM07a, NM06, Sea02b]. **Reliability**
[Ano93, Wan11b, CW97, Jon02, dVM13]. **Religious**
[Mir12b]. **Religious**
[MG15, Mir14]. **Rely**
[AVV08]. **Remark**
[Kui69, KsS73]. **Remarks**
[Ale09, Dav76]. **Removals**
[WC03]. **Removes**
[Par75]. **Renormalization**
[Sta99]. **Renyi**
[Abe02]. **Reply**
[MBG+96, McA05, TGD05]. **Report**
[Her98]. **Reported**
[SGW04, dMH06, HSR+08a, DZ03, HSR+08b, Tho89, ZIWU14]. **Reporting**
[Hay08b]. **Reports**
[Lan03, HSD12]. **Representation**
[Kry09, Sch73, ZA95]. **Representations**
[Tic88]. **Republic**
[BM08]. **Request**
[SM06b]. **Research**
[Bas92, CL86b, CCT95, Egg86, Egg90b, Egg90a, Egg94, Egg99b, GT09, Huir15a, Iou05, KR01, Nic89, Paao6b, Rout92, Die02, GD14, MG07b, Nor13, Per10, Row05, vZ13]. **Researches**
[NKZ12]. **Reset**
[MZ99]. **Resistance**
[Ylv77]. **Resizing**
[SLS+16]. **Resource**
[HG14]. **Resources**
[Bar11, Man62]. **Response**
[Die12, Kub77, Che95]. **Restricted**
[TKP14]. **Result**
[LB09]. **Resultate**
[Tic88]. **Results**
[LB09]. **Rounding**
[DZ03, DF79]. **Rounding-up**
[DZ03]. **Roundo**
[BB85, Tsa74]. **Rule**
[McG11]. **Rubeck**
[PT11]. **Russian**
[KM11, McG11]. **S**
[Kra15, Ans09, AB03, BG11a]. **S&P**
[CEZ10]. **Sa**
[Hol99b]. **Saint**
[NKZ12]. **Saint-Michel**
[NKZ12]. **Sales**
[AH09]. **Sample**
[So100, Af10, Pen10, Rou76a, Wu08]. **Samples**
[GC13, KS10, RAV10]. **Sampling**
[CT07, Sun28, TN87, ADAI13, BGP07, CCC09]. **Sarbanes**
[AG08]. **Satisfies**
[CLRTFM08]. **Satisfying**
[LSE00, Pos04b, TRB+12]. **Savvy**
[Sta70]. **Say**
[BS10a, LLD15]. **Scale**
[Bat08, BMH08, GM80, Poc98, SAG+00, Whi83, Yul27, ZM97, ADAI13, DB14, Poc96, SM96, SS09, TKP14, Wój14]. **Scale-Distortion**
[BHM08]. **Scale-Free**
[SS09]. **Scale-Invariance**
[Wój14]. **Scale-Invariant**
[G08, Whi83]. **Scaled**
[BH74]. **Scales**
[Egg10a]. **Scaling**
[MZS99, NBH+98, RV09, SL06, Sta99, VB08, ARMG03, BA99, BS00, BMT96, C196, Che12a, FS03, NS96, RMB+14]. **Scarlett**

[Ben75]. Scatter [GD09a, GD11]. Scattering
[BRS38, Sud10, DG78, HN05, HHC+14]. Schäden [HB18]. Schedule
[WHN+13]. Scheme [JHTS10]. schemes [Af10]. Scholar [Ber95]. Scholes
[Sch08]. Schools [RVAN15]. Schwerpunkt [Miil03]. Science
[Han07, Jud04, Kle17, OM11, RK79, RVAN15, Sch74, Voo74b, ACC16, Bak96,
Bro80a, Bro80b, Bro80c, Bro81, Die02, Hor09b, Pop75, Voo74a]. sciences
[Bro79, STJ10]. Scientific
[Coi77, Die04b, Die07, HZKS12, Hür15a, Lot26, Moo36, Vla72, Vla79,
WDB95, AYS14, CC11, DG78, HSM17, Per10, SCH+12]. Scientists
[MDv05, Ham02]. Scopus [AYS14]. scores [Egg10a]. Scoring [BMLRV10].
screening [Bro05, Bro07]. Search
[Ban13, LB09, SD78, BGP07, DMJH11, LACLI4]. Searching
[BGI11b, LDJ89]. seascape [MS08, SM08]. SEC [AA11, HSD12]. Second
[LDD15, Meb06b, Meb08b, MK10, Meb10b, Meb12, MK13, NM09, Nig11d,
CSC14, Meb08c, Meb10d, Poi12, SN91, Kaf08]. Second-Digit
[MK10, Meb12, Meb06b, Meb08b, Meb10b, Meb08c, Meb10d].
Second-Order [NM09, Nig11d]. Secondary [CG93]. secondo [Bra76].
sections [LZNRI1]. Sector [OB13]. seine [BBJ11]. Seismic
[SPGM12]. Seismisches
[AA11, HSD12]. Selecting [GC13, WSU08]. Selection
[CKT+09, WDB95, IG08, RRRB11]. Selections [MK09]. selective
[ZDCW12]. Self
[BTW87, Kru96b, dMH06, Bak96, Baw11, Egg05a, SM96, ZIUW14].
Self-organized [BTW87, Bak96, SM96]. Self-Organizing [Kru96b].
Self-Reported [dMH06, ZIUW14]. self-similar [Egg05a]. self-similarity
[ABBM10, CGJ10, PGLL10, Ris08]. Semi-Automated [ABBM10].
semi-Burr [CGJ10]. semi-fragile [PGLL10]. semi-Pareto [CGJ10, Ris08].
Seminumerical [Km69, Kmr97]. semiotic [Mas06e, Mas06d]. semiotics
[MM06]. Senate [Meb05]. sense [HRJB02a, HRJB02b]. Sensitivity
[Bur10a, Bur09, Kry09]. Sentence [SB93]. sentence [SEOV04]. Separable
[LP15]. Sequence [BD70, Kui69, Ks73, Whi72, JK08]. Sequences
[BHS11, BD70, KN91, KC86, Ks73, MBG+94, ML84, RM11, She68, Slif98,
Vos96, BNS10a, BNS10b, Ber11, CMHS95, Den97, Gaur11, GAVRLL14,
Got92, Hol09, Hür06b, Hür09, Jol05, Jol09, KN90, KN74, KN06, LX05,
MBG+95, MS12, MS15, NS87, Pet03, Pos04b, Sch83a, Sch88d, Sch89, Sin74,
Sta05, Too92]. Sequential [LDJ89]. Series
[SPGM12, AIF99, Boy94, GTM12, Har49, Har91, VA99, Yeh90, Yeh07]. Serjev
[WHN13]. server [HKL+06, PQ00]. server-less [HKL+06]. servers
[KSH11]. service [SPGC10]. Services [Mö109]. session [PQ00]. Set
[CT07, YSC13, ADA13, Mas05a]. Sets
[BHM08, Can03a, DW15, HHG14, Kos13, Mil15c, Mil15d, AG05, Can03b,
Gan06, GW04, GGA03, LCJ10, TGD05, WR03]. several
[KG72a, KG72b, Sch81]. Severe [CYG07, FT86]. Shape
[BTW87, Kru96b, dMH06, ZIUW14]. shareholders [Bar11]. sharing [HKL+06]. Shen
35

Tables [BG90, BG10, BG11a, GF44, NKL04, SD78, Fra17, MA18, NKL03, Sti45, TW71, WR03]. Taches [Lef82]. Tail [BVT96, SS06, Bel88, GGO15].
[AH09, BS92, Her98, WSU08, Hüm07, Nig92, Pos04c, Sch06, Vog00, She94].
taxes [MAC14b]. taxonomy [GD14]. Taxpayer [Nig96b]. taxpayers [Her98]. teaches [Hün07]. teams [MG07b]. Technical [Kon65]. Technique
[Die12, Yor00]. techniques

[JS09, BM13, JS06, MS11, Pos04b, SCE03]. Surveyor [Dun80, Moh80].
surveys [Sch10]. Survival [LSE00]. sus [PT04]. Susceptibility [ZSB+12].
sustainable [Ano02]. swaps [ACC16]. symbolic [FRB05, KUY05].
symmetric [Liu08]. symmetries [Pai13, Poc98, Poc06]. symposium [PS09],
Synaesthesia [BEJ07]. Synonymy [Man08]. syntactic [WZS12].
synergy [FRB05, KUY05]. symmetric [Liu08]. symmetries [Pai13, Poc98, Poc06].
symposium [PS09]. Synaesthesia [BEJ07]. Synonymy [Man08]. syntactic [WZS12].
Mas05a, McG11, Mil15a, PBP07, Pos04c, Pos10, Wea82, Zel58, ZB70. There
[CBP12, LV94]. thermodynamic [AR10, AR11]. Thermodynamics
[AR09, Den97]. theses [Sud10]. things [Bro80b, Lem86]. Thirty [LLD15].
Thirty-One [LLD15]. Thirty-Second [LLD15]. Thought [McK80].
thoughts [Lin86, Mil04]. thousands [Her98]. Three [Sta99, CZ04, MG15].
three-parameter [CZ04]. three-state [MG15]. thresholds [DZ03]. ties
[MG07b, Tay05].

Time
[BE14b, SPGM12, Vla76, WDB95, AI99, BE16, Has07, Yeh90, Yeh07]. Times
[SD78]. timing [SPGC10]. timing-channel [SPGC10]. tissue [KSG+16].

Thirty
[LLD15]. Thirty-One [LLD15]. Thirty-Second [LLD15]. Thought
[McK80]. thoughts [Lin86, Mil04]. thousands [Her98]. Three [Sta99, CZ04, MG15].
three-parameter [CZ04]. three-state [MG15]. thresholds [DZ03]. ties
[MG07b, Tay05].

Thoughts
[355.]
[McK80]. thoughts [Lin86, Mil04]. thousands [Her98]. Three [Sta99, CZ04, MG15].
three-parameter [CZ04]. three-state [MG15]. thresholds [DZ03]. ties
[MG07b, Tay05].

Too
[Mac14a, Tay05]. tool
[DDA+09, HSM17, Lan00, RR03]. Tools [Lan04, Lef82, BL95]. Top
[ŽD11, LWY10, MAE06, XLW14, ZCW09]. top- [LWY10, MAE06, XLW14].

Top
[ZD11, LWY10, MAE06, XLW14, ZCW09]. top- [LWY10, MAE06, XLW14].

Trachtenberg
[Ano93]. tracing [Pos04c]. track [ARMG03, Vog00]. Tracking
[AMVB11, Car15, PK06]. trade [GTM12, dGL13]. traditional
[HSR’08a, HSR’08b, SH10, Szé90]. Traffic [HS08, Pér07, A14, GTC’07].

Tracing
[Ano93]. tracing [Pos04c]. track [ARMG03, Vog00]. Tracking
[AMVB11, Car15, PK06]. trade [GTM12, dGL13]. traditional
[HSR’08a, HSR’08b, SH10, Szé90]. Traffic [HS08, Pér07, A14, GTC’07].

Trailing
[FG76]. Train [WHN13]. Training [YSC13]. Transactions
[Ano93]. transcriptomes [OK06]. transform [CA12, TRB’12].

Transformation
[KR12, LB06a, PGLL10]. Transformations [Pet66, CI96].

Transient
[MS99]. transitions [Mas07, RMB’14, SS11]. transmission
[ZM01]. transparency [SI01]. Tree
[LDJ89, CL05, SS09].

Tree-Structured
[LDJ89]. trees [Ber15b]. Trends [Bha02]. Triage
[DMZ05, Mac14a, FDA’04, Hil96]. Truncated [AMP’06, KPF15]. trust
[Hen11]. Tsallis [Abe02, Den97]. Tuning [KNT89]. tuple [CSV96].

turbulent
[Bia15, LF16]. Turkish [AA10, OB13]. Turn [RR03]. turnover
[KZ08b]. Twardy [McA05]. twenty [PS09]. twenty-eighth [PS09]. Two
[Ha69, LW92, Nig11c, Ora17, ER02, Has07, Hub78, McG11, Sco13,
cTnHwH17]. two-dimensional [Has07]. two-exponent [cTnHwH17]. Type
[CT05, SZVHA10, CM11, GGO15, HJ15, HDV13, KG72a, KG72b, Per82,
SM6b, Uze10, Wu08, RAV10, WC03]. Type-II
[RAV10]. typology
[SM08].

U.S.
[Axt01, Ley96]. Überraschungen [Szé90]. Ubiquity
[FGPM16, Ber04, Ber05a]. ucenje [Jas10]. UK
[Rai03, Sim98]. ultimate
[Lag10]. Unambiguous [Rav08]. unbiased [MPS11]. Uncertainty
[GBTB’16]. uncitedness [Egg13]. Uncover [Nig99b]. Uncovering [Lu07].
underflow [FT86]. Underlying
[AR09, Ami07, KC86, AR10, AR11].

Understanding
[BGVV99, Gut16, KM11, Kos06, Tij04, Tij07, Tij12, WCCK09]. Uneven
[PTTV98, PTTV01]. Unexpected [Wap12]. Ungleichungen
[Tie86].

Unified
[LDJ89, ZA95, Mei09, TA12, ZF15, BG11b]. Uniform
[Ant91, BD70, Dum67, JD11, JD12, Kui69, KN74, KN06, Rod04, Tie85,
CH61, Cig64, Dia77, Hol69, Hür15c, JdlR04, Loy73, Sch83b, Sch83a, Sch84,
Sch87b,
uniformity [LL08], uniformly [CL96, MPS11, Sch89], unifying [GJJ07], unique [SD78].

unit [Per96]. United [LW14, MK13]. Units [NBH+98, BP84]. Unity [MM04]. Universality [CMS10, KH02, Sta99, SAG+00, VB08]. Universe [NKL04, NKL03, AL14a]. université [Par97]. universities [Jin99b].

University [Ale05, Jin99a, Par97]. unknown [ZHS09]. Unsolved [Str12].

unstable [NR08]. Untangling [Egg07]. Untersuchung [Fur90, Gei48].

Unusual [SGW04, Tho89]. unwanted [Par75]. unzipped [BBM11a].


urn [KH95]. USA [PT11]. Use [BG09, BG10, BG11a, Dic12, DHP04, Le10, Lin08, NM97, OMNO10, San87a, San87b, San88, San92, Ale09, Ano05, Ban13, BBE10, Bro07, MDHJ05, New81, RR03, Sjo14].

used [dLKHS04a, dLKHS06, Nig93, SM06b, Wal02]. useful [BSM15]. Uses [Ber95]. Using [BW98, CS11, CT05, Cod99, FGZZ11b, GC13, GP13, Gut16, HWW71, Lan00, Lan03, LY07, LP15, MS09, MK10, MSA+11, Nig94, Nig01, NM09, RGE13, RGL14, SD78, Sav06, TB00, Vuk08, WCP+07, WSY11, ZD11, ADA13, BP06, BKK11, BM13, BMP93, DN00, FG10, Fed84, GW04, GMV09, HB18, HHG14, Hür06b, Hür09, JS06, JS09, KSG+16, LZL+12, LFCR04, LBC06, LB06b, LACL14, MPPH06, MBG+95, MRSCCS11, Nig00b, Nig00c, Nig15, OW12, OM11, QZH10, QZHC11, RVAN15, RRRB11, SM06a, Sch10, SCE03, ZHS09, Die04b, Die07]. Utilizing [Sta12].

\[V\] [Gei48]. V. [Mas06d]. Validation [RME98, LD04]. Validity [Ami07, Nic89]. valuable [HSM17]. value [DMF09, Nig99a, Per82, TN87].

Values [SBB01, GBA04, GMV09, KM05, MK05]. Variable [Vla72, BS00, Kem75, Rou76a, Sch73, Sch98, TN87, Wój3a, Wój3b, Yua84].


Venezuela [PT04, PT11]. Venezuelan [Tay05]. Verifica [Bra76]. verified [HSM11]. Versicherungsbetrug [HB18]. versus [Hil96, RGBK14, SM08, SH10]. Verteilung [Hum06, Mör01, Sch73, Die04a].


Volume [Haf13, QBP+04, RME98, WCP+07]. Vom [SHC+12]. Vor [Sch06]. Vote [Meb06a, Meb06c, MK10, Meb15]. Voter [Meb12, MK13]. Voting [Ans09, Meb06a, Meb10a, Meb10b]. vs [Haf13]. vulnerability [WCCK09].

Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung [Sz90]. want [Spe09]. Ward [PMdM+99].
REFERENCES

NP12, New05, Nic87a, Nic87b, Nic88, NNN89, NT89, Nit05, OW12, OKO06, OTT99, Orl70, Orl76, OCS83, PBP07, Pen10, Per10, Per82, Per96, Pet73, PTTV01
PMDM+99, Pop02, Pra88, Pus04, RV98, Ree01, Rob11, Rou76a, Rou76b, Rou78
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